
EXTRA AUDITS TO DO:

TURN YOUR LANDLORD’S AND 
TENANTS INTO RAVING FANS

STEP ONE - ON-BOARD CLIENTS PROFESSIONALLY

Just like a new team member onboard your tenants and landlords with the same enthusiasm. Have a foolproof automated process that you use for 
every landlord and tenant that joins your agency. People already have so many negative experiences with previous agencies you need to set a new 
tone. Communicate with them, give tenants a move-in gift, make the sign up easy and streamlined, ensure the property is perfect or near-perfect 

when they move in, fix maintenance, etc. Have your team call and welcome the landlords, send them all the relevant information, including links to 
portals and reviews. 

STEP TWO - COMMUNICATE REGULARLY 

Most tenants and owners are used to only being contacted when there are issues, like rent is late or there is a major maintenance issue. Imagine if 
you flipped that and contacted them just to see how they are doing? What would that do for your relationship with them when there is a major issue 
to deal with. I’m going to tell you it makes the conflict a whole lot easier if you have established a normal relationship with them. We have a Friday 

five call five owners and tenants every Friday just to check-in and see how they are… no issues no negative things just a courtesy call.  When there is 
an issue they will remember these times and there won’t be such an issue. Trust me on this!

STEP THREE - EDUCATE YOUR PROCESSES

Have all your major processes clearly outlined and passed onto your tenants and landlords? Educating them on what they can expect from you in 
certain circumstances will increase trust and reduce the causes of conflict. For example,  if a tenant understands your procedure for rent arrears and 

they sign an agreement that they understand it, this will immediately avoid the rent is late conflict.  Pre-empt as many things as you possibly can that 
either party wants to know and educate them upfront about them. What happens with maintenance, how and when is it handled, what happens if an 
owner calls when can they expect a return call. Be disciplined about sticking to these procedures without exception, or you will lose trust very quickly 

and conflict will most certainly escalate.



STEP FOUR - GO THE EXTRA MILE

Can you offer additional services without fees or expectations to pay their council rates or water bills or insurance? Look into an insurance claim, fix 
some curtains, project manage some minor renovations, whatever your client is struggling with can you help! Customer service 101!  Can you help a 
tenant with a budgeting tool, offer a payment plan in genuine cases of hardship. Don’t have any expectations on this, just be genuine and willing to 

assist and be of service to your client.

STEP FIVE - ONE POINT OF CONTACT

Have one point of contact for owners and tenants to deal with. No one likes not knowing who to deal with if there is a dicey situation or emergen-
cy. We are in a world where everyone wants an instantaneous response, clients want that contact name, number, or email at their finger-tips.  Even 
if you run a task-based portfolio ensure your clients have one go-to person. Having only one person dealing with clients also eliminates room for 

finger-pointing.


